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FWD Thailand digitalizes customer journey
with Next Generation Insurance Platform
Company overview
Established in 2012, FWD Thailand is a fast-growing insurance company
aiming to provide customer-led insurance coverage whether it be savings,
personal accident, retirement plans, or investment-linked insurance. FWD
Thailand delivers fresh customer experiences and provides quality services to
more than 900,000 customers nationwide.

Challenges
As technology continues to revolutionize the way we live, work and engage
with traditional services, enterprises such as the insurance companies are
frequently investing in new tools in order to appeal towards a wider target
audience. The insurance market is more competitive than ever, forcing
leading companies to adopt a customer-first and forward-thinking approach
to stay ahead of the curve.
Combining a fast-moving market with its ambition to create new customer
experience and change people’s views on insurance, FWD Thailand has
embraced digital technologies to promote engagement, better serve
customers and make its workers more agile. Its exploration of new
technologies has been outsourced with close collaboration along with
in-house technology leaders.

Challenges
Improve operational efficiency
and propositions
Revolutionize customer journey
Deliver new insurance
experience

Solutions

Next Generation Insurance
Platform

Value created

Shorten product launch time
from months to weeks
Achieve straight through
process
Streamline processes with
automated sales tools
Enhance service level and
customer experience
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“Digital Transformation is about inspiring people with a new mindset to change their
processes using technology to better serve the customers. PCCW Solutions’ Next
Generation Insurance Platform enables us to effectively engage with customers
across all digital channels and become a dynamic player in Thailand’s insurance
market.”
- Verapat Chantaravannakul, Chief Information Technology Officer, FWD Thailand

Solutions

Value created

Riding on the cutting-edge technology
skillsets in alignment with solid
business domain knowledge, PCCW
Solutions was appointed by FWD
Thailand to implement the Next
Generation Insurance Platform for its
life insurance business. Throughout the
mission to revolutionize customer
journey,
PCCW
Solutions
has
empowered FWD Thailand to pursue
its strategy on digital customer
experience and transform digitally.

The platform shortens product launch
time from months to weeks, achieving
straight through processing for instant
application approval versus previous
2-3 days lead time. With automated
sales
tools
streamlining
closing
processes with instant payment and
enhancing efficiency for policies
update, the digital platform increases
the producers’ productivity while
reducing IT resources significantly.

PCCW Solutions’ Next Generation
Insurance Platform offers complete
end-to-end solution supporting life
insurance sales process from lead
acquisition, customer’s financial needs
analysis to product purchase on any
device, anytime anywhere. It supports
straight through processing, online
and offline access with automatic
two-way synchronization, with simple
and intuitive user interface for easy
configuration of products.

Growing rapidly across Asia, FWD has
become renowned as a dynamic player
in Thailand’s insurance market. The
successful rollout of the Next
Generation Insurance Platform for FWD
in Thailand is followed by pilot run
rollout in the Philippines, Vietnam and
Indonesia.
PCCW
Solutions
will
continue to empower the digitalization
of FWD Insurance and its vision to
change the way people feel about
insurance.

Across its entire portfolio, personalized
customer services have become vital to
FWD Thailand’s success. Through its
customer portal, big data and
customer analytics are utilized in order
for the company to gain a greater
understanding of customer needs,
where various products and services
are then matched to each customer.

pccwsolutions@pccw.com

About PCCW Solutions
PCCW Solutions is a leading IT
services company in Hong Kong,
mainland China and Southeast Asia.
We adopt the latest technology to
help clients create business value
and success in the ever-changing
economic environment. We offer a
wide range of services including
digital solutions, IT and business
process
outsourcing,
cloud
computing, system development
and solutions integration, data
center hosting and managed
services, e-commerce and IoT
solutions. PCCW Solutions is
committed to meeting customer
needs to help them achieve
business goals and transform
digitally.

www.pccwsolutions.com
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